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Which of these uses ICAP?
 
 
A. Decryption policies 
B. Anti-malware scanning 
C. Data loss prevention policies 
D. Cisco IronPort Data Security policies 
 

Answer: C

 

 

What is the S-Series Proxy Bypass List?
 
 
A. a list of clients and destinations that will bypass the proxy in explicit forward mode  
B. a list of clients and destinations that will bypass the proxy in transparent mode  
C. a list of user agents exempt from authentication  
D. a list of proxy servers that are to be bypassed 
 

Answer: B

 

 

Which of these is not used as a monitoring tool?
 
 
A. CLI commands  
B. email alerts  
C. SNMP traps  
D. policy trace 
 

Answer: D

 

 

Which statement about WSA user authentication is true?
 

Question No : 1

Question No : 2

Question No : 3

Question No : 4
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A. A single WSA can have up to two authentication realms: one for LDAP and one for
NTLM 
B. WSA supports LDAP but not NTLM. 
C. WSA supports NTLM but not LDAP. 
D. A single WSA can have multiple LDAP realms. 
 

Answer: D

 

 

Which sites does WBRS block by default?
 
 
A. those with a reputation score equal to or less than -6 
B. those with a reputation score less than -6 
C. those with a reputation score greater than 6 
D. those with a reputation score less than -5.9 
E. those with a reputation score equal to or less than -5.9 
 

Answer: A

 

 

Which option describes the Cisco best practice for configuration of the Web Usage Control
feature?
 
 
A. To configure the Global Policy as the most restrictive 
B. To configure the Global Policy as the least restrictive 
C. To configure every access policy using the inherited attributes from the Global Policy 
D. To leave all actions in the Global Policy set to Monitor 
 

Answer: C

 

 

Put the following features in the order they are applied.
 
 

Question No : 5

Question No : 6

Question No : 7 DRAG DROP
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Answer:

Explanation: (1) – Protocol check 

(2) – URL Filters 

(3) – Web Reputation Filters 

(4) – Mcafee anti-malware scanning 

 

 

 

 

What is "stream scanning"?
 
 
A. scanning streaming media for malware 
B. passing pieces of a download to the client while the download is being scanned 
C. scanning multiple downloads at the same time 

Question No : 8
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D. passing scanned pieces of the file between two different malware-scanning engines 
 

Answer: B

 

 

Which option describes a reason that a security administrator would configure suspect user
agent scanning?
 
 
A. to block Microsoft Updates 
B. to identify compromised hosts that are trying "phone home" 
C. to block corporate users from using nonsanctioned web browsers 
D. to protect web servers from attack 
 

Answer: C

 

 

Which statement about the S-Series native FTP proxy is not true?
 
 
A. Access policies may apply to native FTP traffic. 
B. Data loss prevention policies may apply to native FTP traffic 
C. Authentication is supported in transparent mode. 
D. Both active and passive mode FTP are supported. 
E. By default, the FTP proxy uses port 8021. 
 

Answer: C
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